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ABOLISH THE ABCC
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The Australian Building and Construction Commission (ABCC) has used the
courts to hit building and construction
unions with fines of $15.262 million
since 2nd December 2016, including
more than $2 million in the past eleven months.
The ABCC’s main target throughout
those years and still today is the construction division of the CFMMEU (CFMEU).
The penalties have been imposed for alleged
breaches of right of entry, freedom of association, unlawful industrial action, coercion,
and strike pay laws – bad laws denying
trade unions and workers basic democratic
rights of association, to organise and to collectively bargain.
The Labor Party has made a commitment to abolish the ABCC. As it is a statutory body, this will require legislation to be
passed in both houses of parliament. In the
House of Representatives where Labor has a
clear majority this should not be a problem.
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In the Senate it can expect Greens’ support
but needs two additional Senators – possibly the independents David Pocock and
Jacqui Lambie.
The ABCC first came into operation in
2005 under an Act passed by the Howard
Coalition government as part of a wave of
union-busting, anti-worker laws, including the destructive WorkChoices Act. The
latter introducing individual work contracts
amongst other provisions.
It is a political weapon to rid construction
sites of militant trade unions by bankrupting them with massive penalties and legal
costs; intimidating unions and workers; and
by protecting unscrupulous employers who
run roughshod over labour laws.
In line with its anti-worker bias, employers have only been fined just over $150,000
in the past eleven months.

DRACONIAN
The ABCC bill in many respects mirrored
the anti-terrorism legislation at the time,
giving the ABCC draconian powers that
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denied workers, trade union oﬃcials, and
trade unions important democratic rights.
These included:
• Workers not having the right to silence,
a fundamental right in current legal
norms;
• Facing penalties of up to six months
jail if they refused to answer questions
about something as simple as who
attended a union meeting or what they
said;
• Not having the right to a lawyer of their
choosing;
• Retrospective application of the law.
The penalties ran into tens or even hundreds of thousands of dollars for legitimate
trade union activities protecting members’
interests and workplace health and safety.
The legislation purported to be “fair”, protecting the rights of employers and workers
but the outcomes tell another story.
Employers were rarely investigated, let
alone taken to court for non-payment of
workers’ entitlements or safety breaches.
It was up to the unions to chase up unpaid
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wages, superannuation and other entitlements while risking heavy penalties. The
CFMEU is constantly pursuing employers
who wilfully breach the law and know that
if workers take action to enforce their rights
or to ensure safety is maintained, they will
be fined for “unlawful” action.

LABOR
Labor was elected in 2007 promising to
tear up the ABCC legislation. When promising to abolish the Australian Building and
Construction Commission, Deputy Prime
Minister and Workplace Relations Minister
Julia Gillard told the ABC’s Leigh Sales that
there would still be “a tough cop on the beat
with coercive powers to crack down on any
bad behaviour.” (ABC Lateline 26-06-2009).
Labor’s Oﬃce of the Fair Work Building
Industry Inspectorate – commonly referred
to as the Fair Work Build and Construction
(FWBC) – that replaced the ABCC in 2012
proved to be just that – a “tough cop on
the beat”.
Continued on page 2
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BRING ASSANGE
HOME!
Julian Assange is still awaiting extradition
to the US, which, as of the time of writing, is
awaiting approval from UK Home Secretary
Priti Patel.
When Anthony Albanese and the ALP won
the 2022 Australian federal election, many of
Assange’s supporters had renewed hope that
an Albanese government would intervene and
attempt to bring him home.
The optimism was not unfounded. According
to the ABC, it was reported that before the
election, at a February 2021 caucus meeting
Albanese expressed “enough was enough” and
he “can’t see what’s served by keeping [Assange]
incarcerated.” However, while the optimism is
still there, it has since been tempered.
Last month during a press conference, when
asked whether his stance on Assange was still
the same, Albanese stated, “my position is that
not all foreign aﬀairs is best done with the loud
hailer,” leaving some MPs – including those on
Albanese’s backbench – underwhelmed.
ALP MP Julian Hill, a member of the bipartisan Bring Julian Assange Home parliamentary
group, hopes that the rhetoric isn’t an indication
of a change in stance. Speaking to The Sydney
Morning Herald and The Age, Hill expressed
he wasn’t concerned about how Assange was
brought home but that he comes home, stating,
“diplomacy may be quiet or loud but in this case,
it’s the results that matter – Assange’s life is at
stake. He should not be deported and the charges
should be dropped. […] I’d hope our new government will have something clear and firm to
say regarding the principles of press freedom.”
Assange’s team have also pleaded for the new
Albanese government to intervene. Assange’s
Australian human rights lawyer in London,
Jennifer Robinson has said “we call on the
Albanese government to do what previous
Australian governments have not: to do the
right thing for free speech, for human rights
and for this Australian citizen. […] To protect
Julian Assange and let him come home.”
Patel is set to make a decision within the next
month. The clock is ticking on the Albanese’s
government ability to intervene. It is obvious that
Albanese wants to tread a careful line between
public opinion and Australia’s allies in UK and
the US. However, these are the moments that define legacies. Albanese has made bold promises
to ensure he leaves behind a better and more
equitable Australia. He has promised a federal
ICAC and to enshrine the Uluru Statement from
the Heart into the Australian constitution, along
with a number of other policies. Failure to bring
Assange home would be a stain on the Albanese
government’s record and an indication that when
it comes to foreign policy, Albanese isn’t interested in breaking ranks with the West just like
governments before him.

ABOLISH THE ABCC
Continued from page 1

The ABCC was not “abolished”
as expected, but rather underwent
some modifications and was incorporated in the new Fair Work Act
as the Fair Work Building and Construction (FWBC) with penalties
reduced bringing them into line
with other industries.
The penalties might have been
reduced and some of the processes changed but the new FWBC
demonstrated a similar appetite
for hounding militant unions and
workers.
For example, in September
2013, the federal court found 117
construction workers guilty of
“unlawful” industrial action under
the Fair Work Act. The action was
taken in 2008. They had gone out
for eight days in defence of entitlements under their union collective
agreement to a redundancy payment and re-employment on the
next phase of the project.
The dispute was resolved, work
continued but that did not stop the
FWBC taking the matter to the
federal court.
In 2013, the Supreme Court
Judge Anthony Cavanough fined
the CFMEU in Victoria $1.25 million and ordered the union to pay
the costs of the Grollo construction company, reportedly around
$2 million. That was on top of its
own costs, believed to be close to
$1 million.

HOWARD’S GHOST
RETURNS
The Abbott Coalition government set up a royal commission
into trade union corruption chaired
by Justice Heydon with the aim
of demonising legitimate trade
union activity and militant trade
unions and unionists. It failed
dismally to do this, although the
corporate media came to the party
with daily spreads suggesting trade
union leaders were corrupt bullies
with links to bikie gangs. Ironically Heydon was later discredited
when in 2020 an investigation on
behalf of the High Court found that
Heydon had sexually harassed six
female associates while he was a
member of the Court.
The anti-union Commission
was used to justify the reincarnation of Howard’s ABCC but with
extended scope, a massive hike in
penalties, and the outlawing of all
pickets that related to industrial
relations matters in the industry.
Once again it has been up to

the CFMEU to chase the millions
of unpaid entitlements and enforce
working conditions, despite the
activities of the ABCC, while being
hit with massive penalties and
union organisers losing their right
of entry permits.
The penalties only tell half the
story. There are millions in legal
costs, hours and hours of union
time taken up fighting the ABCC
in the courts all of which divert the
union from other important work
– one of the aims of the legislation.
Meanwhile employers are using the
ABCC at every opportunity to screw
over workers and their unions.

INDIVIDUALS
TARGETED
The courts are increasingly
applying maximum penalties for
union representatives and workers
and have introduced the vindictive
concept of “personal payments.”
Where the court has applied a
“personal payment” decision, it
is illegal for the fine to be paid or
reimbursed by the union or by
crowd funding.
The aim is to intimidate others
for fear of having their homes or
other property seized. Maximum
penalties for individuals can run
into tens of thousands of dollars.
The ABCC is also attacking
union oﬃcials by taking them to
court to have their entry permits
revoked, meaning they cannot
legally enter a workplace to see
their members, recruit, organise
or follow up safety issues. There
is a list of more than forty union
oﬃcials and organisers who no
longer have a permit on the ABCC’s
website – all but three are CFMEU.

WHAT PRICE A LIFE?
The bias of the ABCC can be
illustrated by the example of a
young apprentice who in March
2018 lost his life after falling six
metres through a skylight to the
ground. The apprentice and his
supervisor were wearing safety
harnesses, but neither of their
harnesses were connected to an
anchor point! The District Court
ordered the company to pay a fine
of $400,000. The Court found
the level of culpability was in the
“high end of the mid range.” The
maximum possible penalty was
$1.5 million.
The case was referred to then
Industrial Relations Minister
Michaelia Cash who excluded
the company from tendering for

Commonwealth government funded
work for nine months.
Compare this with the case
relating to pickets at Botany Cranes
where the union and seventeen
oﬃcials were fined a total of more
than $1 million when found guilty
of “coercion” and “unlawful picketing” by the Federal Court in April
2021. The union was attempting
to get the company to negotiate a
union enterprise agreement.
It is worth noting that the
penalties apply to both the trade
union (CFMEU) and individuals,
whereas in the case of a company,
only the company is penalised, not
those responsible.
Referring to the NSW President of the union, Rita Mallia, the
court said:
“… [Ms Mallia] succumbed to
what is obviously the embedded
culture in the Union. That culture
treats the laws enacted by the Parliament as irrelevant to what the
Union and its oﬃcials feel free to
do in breach of them. The Union
regards any penalty as a mere price
of its doing business. It is essential
that persons in the senior leadership
of the Union, such as Ms Mallia, and
its members generally, be deterred
from engaging in such behaviour.
“The price of contravention
must be set so high that persons
who might feel emboldened by
the toxic culture, revealed in the
Union’s history of defiance of the
law, know that the Court will exercise its powers to deter them and
any others who might contemplate
doing so in the future.”
This statement spells out clearly
the intent of the repressive, union
busting ABCC and the legislation
governing it. The aim is deter the
union and “any others who might
contemplate doing so in the future.”
It is important now to hold
Labor to its commitment to abolish
the ABCC but much more is needed
in the way of industrial relations
reform including the following:
• the right to strike
• the right of entry of trade
union representatives
• abolition of Right of Entry
Permit System
• remove 24-hour notice to
attend workplace
• abolition of Fit and Proper Test
for union oﬃcials
• the right of association
• the right of unions to negotiate
industry and enterprise
agreements
• a new inspectorate to enforce
employer compliance. 

Fight for the Future
This attractive new booklet is a call to action
to save our planet and humanity.
It argues that humanity is at a crossroads. The insatiable drive for profits by capitalism is
leading to irreversible and catastrophic climate change. Capitalist governments – and the giant
corporations they work for – are refusing to act on the warnings of the great majority of the
world's leading scientists.
A popular movement for change is growing around the world. It aims to dismantle the
destructive policies that have led us to this uniquely perilous moment of human history, and
to move toward a world system that gives priority to human rights and needs.

Support The Guardian
by donating to Press Fund

The stakes in the bitter class war that is taking shape are immense and arise from the nature of
capitalism. Capitalism is an unsustainable system.
The pamphlet insists that we must confront the reality that what we do now will forever alter
the course of humanity and all life on Earth. Now more than ever we must fight for a better
system. Our lives are more important than their profits.

Order your copy today! $10 including p&p
Email: info@cpa.org.au with credit card details Phone: 02 9699 8844
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THE LGBTQ+ STRUGGLE
IN AUSTRALIA
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The month of June is known
as Pride Month around the
globe. Originating out of the
US to commemorate the Stonewall riots – a series of protests
by the LGBTQ+ community against police raids at the
Stonewall Inn (a gay bar in
New York City) – Pride Month
is an opportunity to reflect on
the rights for which LGBTQ+
community has fought.
Unfortunately, Pride Month has
become co-opted by corporations
to sell their wares by promoting
their advocacy for diversity and
inclusivity. The commodification

Adelaide

of LGBTQ+ culture has not gone
unnoticed, with many in the community lamenting and mocking
the eﬀorts of big business – who
once wanted nothing to do with
the LGBTQ+ – to exploit them for
a profit.
However, despite the corporatisation of the LGBTQ+ culture,
there is much to reflect and focus
on when it comes to the struggles
of the community, which should
serve as a reminder of how far
we’ve come and how past battles
were won.
In Australia, while the fight for
equal rights is storied, the decriminalisation of homosexuality marks
the first concrete victory for the

LGBTQ+ community. Sparked by
the murder of gay Adelaide academic George Duncan in 1972, gay
rights organisations such as the
Melbournian Daughters of Bilitis in
Melbourne and Sydney’s Campaign
Against Moral Persecution (CAMP)
would organise and agitate for
homosexual law reform. The eﬀorts
of campaigning resulted in the federal parliament passing a motion
supporting decriminalisation in
1973 but had no legislative impact,
leaving the issue to the states.
Further campaigning resulted in a
real win in 1975 as South Australia
passed The Criminal Law (Sexual
Oﬀences) Amendment Act 1975,
becoming the first Australian state
to fully decriminalise homosexual
acts. However, it would not be until
1994 that federal parliament would
decriminalise homosexual sex acts
with The Human Rights (Sexual
Conduct) Act 1994, implementing
Australia’s obligations under the
International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights – after most states
and territories had decriminalised
homosexuality.
The abovementioned Stonewall
was not an isolated incident, the
LGBTQ+ community has everywhere faced violence at the hands
of law enforcement, and Australia
is no diﬀerent. In fact, on the 9th
anniversary of Stonewall in 1978,
hundreds of people marched
from Taylor Square to Hyde Park
in Sydney with the intention to
promote their culture and encourage political activism against the
discrimination they experienced.
However, they were met with a violent response by the police ending
in fifty-three arrests, with some
violently assaulted. The approach
by the authorities was heavily condemned and indirectly contributed
to the relaxation of protest laws in
NSW. This incident marked the first
Mardi Gras event which continues
on today.
As with the decriminalisation of
homosexuality, the anti-discrimination laws also unevenly advanced.
Despite homosexuality still being
a crime in NSW, the Wran government passed an amendment to
the Anti-Discrimination Act 1977,
making it illegal to discriminate

against the LGBTQ+ people in
1982. The struggle to remove discrimination laws had always been
a key demand from the LGBTQ+
community. At the grassroots levels,
organisations like the NSW gay
trade unionists’ group frequently
reported on discrimination and
promoted demands for better
workplace conditions. By the end
of the ’70s, many within the trade
unions – such as Bill Richardson,
Federal Secretary of the Australian
Council of Salaried and Professional
Associations – called on the ACTU
to protect its LGBTQ+ members.
However, it would not be until
2013 that the federal parliament
would pass the Sex Discrimination
Amendment (Sexual Orientation,
Gender Identity and Intersex
Status) Act 2013, making discrimination against the LGBTQ+ people
illegal under national law.
The struggle for recognition
of transgender people has a particularly controversial beginning
in Australia. Heavy grassroots
activism assisted trans people like
Estelle Asmodelle and Norrie MayWelby, who have fought within
Australia’s court for gender recognition through the 1980s into the
twenty-first century. These struggles moved the discourse forward,
resulting in wins, such as enabling
trans people to amend their birth
certificates. Their public appeals
are particularly brave as trans
people are incredibly vulnerable
to violence.
Before the 21st century, antidiscrimination laws regarding
the ability for LGBTQ+ people to
adopt were non-existent, with some
jurisdictions permitting adoption
under specific conditions. It was
not until 2002 when Western Australia passed the Acts Amendment
(Lesbian and Gay Law Reform) Act
2002 making sexual orientation
and gender of couples irrelevant
when considering their application
for adoption. It would not be until
2018 that adoption by same-sex
couples would be legally available
in all jurisdictions of Australia.
The most significant struggle
the LGBTQ+ community faced in
Australia this millennium was the
fight for same-sex marriage in 2017.

The campaign to win this right was
coordinated on a national level.
Much of the work to make the struggle a national issue was the result
of grassroots organisations who
spent years campaigning, holding
forums and rallies. When the Turnbull Government decided to hold
a plebiscite on the issue, further
campaigning – such as leafleting
– was undertaken in suburbs and
cities across Australia. The eﬀorts
resulted in a resounding victory
for equal rights as parliament was
presented with a definitive answer
by the Australian people.
Given how recent some of these
victories and struggles are, it should
surprise no one that this battle continues. NSW MP and One Nation
leader Mark Latham presented a
bill to NSW parliament to ban the
discussion of gender diversity in
classrooms. However, a parliamentary inquiry into the bill that was
chaired by Latham recommended
more far-reaching prohibitions.
According to the Guardian (UK),
these included,
“[…] prohibiting students from
confidentially coming out as trans
to their teachers, banning trans
students from playing school
sports aligning with their gender
from high school, requiring trans
students to undergo a full medical
transition to use toilets aligning
with their gender, and requiring
parental consent before any discussion of matters concerning gender
or sexuality.”
The bill was ultimately rejected
in March this year.
Thus, despite the growing
public acceptance of sexual and
gender diversity, there are still
many who not only oppose this
equality but, as is the case with
Latham, actively fight to repeal
these gains. The defeat of Latham’s
bill – and the progress mentioned
above – are results of community
organising. Every struggle in this
country can only be won in a coordinated, sustained eﬀort. Pride month
is an opportunity to look back on
these struggles and to reflect on how
we can motivate our communities
for change. 
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STATE BUDGET OPPORTUNITY
FOR HEALTH CARE REFORM
United Workers’ Union Statement
In this month’s state budget,
United Workers Union is calling on the Queensland Government to increase funding to
the health sector to urgently
address issues impacting the
delivery of quality community care.
The failure to adequately invest
in primary and secondary health
services has shifted service provision to high-cost acute care settings and seen the hospital system
struggle to keep up with demand.
Unions have been calling for
significant health reforms for
eighteen months. United Workers’ Union, along with Queensland
Nurses and Midwives’ Union,
Together Union, and the Electrical
Trades Union launched the “Health
Needs Urgent Care” campaign in
September 2021. The campaign
has focussed on universal health
care to give every Queenslander
the best quality of life possible, and
the dignity and independence that
is the right of every person.
The campaign asserts that
the public health system must be
connected across all settings and
sectors, including aged care and
disability services, to ensure:

• timely access to health care
regardless of where you live;
• proper prioritisation of health
service delivery;
• the social determinants of
health are addressed;
• every community has
appropriate and culturally safe
health services;
• all health services are provided
free at point of service.
United Workers Union National
Ambulance Coordinator Fiona
Scalon said the forthcoming budget
is the government’s opportunity to
address the health crisis.
“There’s a severe shortfall of
available ambulance oﬃcers out in
the community, due to the health
crisis,” Scalon said.
“In addressing the health crisis,
we strongly oppose outsourcing,
privatisation and public money
going to the profits of private health
companies. Better health system
design, enhancing connections
between services, improving the
management and prioritisation
of health services, and new, fitfor-purpose health care funding
frameworks is what is needed.
“In the short term, the upcoming budget must pledge additional

staﬀ on top of already committed
staﬃng enhancements to allow
workers to implement hospital
diversion and bolster the day-today provision of services.
“As of the end of this financial
year, there will be less than fifty
new staﬀ budgeted for with the
government’s commitment to 535
ambulance staﬀ enhancements over
the term of this government.
“Government may work the
numbers and tell the public this is
enough, when on the ground this
sees our members not getting their
entitlements – not allowing staﬀ to
access breaks, and an inability to
finish on time with regular excessive shift extensions that can result
in a 15-hour shift.
“Or shifts going unfilled resulting in staﬀ working alone when they
would normally be part of a crew
and those who are on shift having
to carry the load the vacancies leave
– this is prevalent across acute,
patient transport and in operation
centres who take our 000 calls. The
system has no give in it and this
needs to change.
“The continuing environment
our ambulance members work in,
facing ongoing delays at hospitals

and pivoting to alternate triage
and urgent care models, requires
substantial support. This budget
must factor in additional funding
across roles – including paramedics, patient transport oﬃcers and
emergency medical dispatchers,
along with virtual triage and hospital alternatives.
“These staﬀ must be permanent commitments. The recent
surge funding to grapple with the
pandemic, means there are excessive numbers of casual employees
engaged. This is not a sustainable

way to deliver a quality ambulance
service. Staﬀ need permanency and
support in the first few months of
their careers on the front line, to
aﬀord them the best opportunities
in the service they provide to the
Queensland public.
“Additional ambulance staﬀ
across the board in this budget
would take pressure oﬀ workers
and reduce the endless hours of
ramping currently being reported
by workers and members of the
community.” 

A historical perspective brings into sharper focus US imperialism’s
strategies in the Asia-Pacific since WW2. The victory over fascism
– German Nazism and Japanese militarism, first and foremost by
the Soviet Union – gave a greater impetus to national liberation
movements around the world accelerating the end of colonialism.
UN General Assembly resolution 2758, passed on 25th October
1971, recognised the People’s Republic of China (PRC) as “the
only legitimate representative of China to the United Nations” and
removed “the representatives of Chiang Kai-shek” – Taiwan – from
the United Nations. US wars “against communism” in the region, with
participation from compliant Australian governments, against Korea
and Vietnam, were both defeats for the big power.

“In addressing the health
crisis, we strongly oppose
outsourcing, privatisation
and public money going
to the profits of private
health companies.”

The Australian Nursing and Midwifery Federation (ANMF) sent a
warning to be vigilant about aged care, that lack of government action
to fix aged care has led to hundreds and hundreds of preventable
deaths in privately-run nursing homes across the country. The
Department of Health’s “COVID-19 outbreaks in Australian residential
aged care facilities” update reports there have been 2,335 COVID
deaths in aged care, more than 30 per cent of all deaths from COVID
in Australia, with 1,418 COVID deaths reported in 2022 alone.
Alarmingly, the data reveals that COVID continues to claim the lives
of more than 60 elderly residents living in nursing homes every week.
Over the past decade, consecutive Coalition governments have
treated the aged care system with absolute disdain – and which is
why aged care in this country is in such crisis and elderly Australians
continue to die and suffer, says the union. After two and a half years
of dealing with the pandemic, then Prime Minster Morrison and the
Minister responsible for aged care, Richard Colbeck, instead of
increasing protection for older Australians against COVID, allowed the
situation to get worse. These deaths came on top of the Aged Care
Royal Commission’s report which outlined a system where the extent
of substandard care is “deeply concerning and unacceptable by any
measure.” A system where more than fifty per cent of nursing home
residents are malnourished, where less than thirty per cent always
have their care needs met and a disproportionate number have been
allowed to die from COVID-19. “The ANMF and our members have a
duty of care to tell Australians that the Morrison government’s inaction
has resulted in too many preventable deaths in privately-run nursing
homes – and we must warn that the neglect and abuse in nursing
homes will continue unless we vote for real solutions to fix aged care.”
PARASITE OF THE WEEK: Shell oil’s floating LNG plant Prelude,
off the WA coast, is a prelude to a disaster with crew forced to work
under oppressive, dangerous conditions, including 200 smoke and
fire alarms out of action. Industrial action by the Offshore Alliance
(Maritime Union and Australian Workers’ Union) began last week. Last
December the gas ship was shut down in a complete power failure.
The Alliance stated: “The actions of Shell are putting the health, safety
and lives of all crew members at risk.” A statement by Shell assured
shareholders that the alarm issue did not affect production.
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THE FUTURE OF
REGIONAL FLIGHTS
IS UP IN THE AIR

Welcome to Weasel Words! This is a new fortnightly column
where we look at the ways certain words are being used in our
society to push agendas. On this week’s menu we have:
ASSERTIVE
/əˈsɜː.tɪv/
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B Curphey
Regional Express (Rex) is
embattled to say the least. The
airline, on which many remote
and regional areas depend
for flights to major cities, is
embroiled in a pay dispute
with its workers and a battle
with Qantas over the viability
of some its regional routes.
Rex is blaming Qantas for its
“predatory” practices in poaching
travellers to regional destinations
who would otherwise use Rex. The
cost of air travel, already prohibitively expensive for lower socioeconomic regional areas, is set to
soar once Qantas gains an eﬀective
monopoly over some routes.
So far, Rex has cut flights
between Sydney and Bathurst, Lismore and Ballina, as well as flights
between Adelaide and Kangaroo
Island. It has also axed flights
between Melbourne and Albury.
Other regional routes are “under
review”, though it is not clear which
are in jeopardy.
These cuts are devastating for
regional and rural communities.
Regional flight cuts to Albury have
cut oﬀ the access route for medical
specialists from Melbourne, leaving

desperately needed doctors with
no way to get to Albury without
traveling the 300km by car. Some
report that they simply cannot
aﬀord the extra travel time.
In addition, the future of flights
to Mildura, 542km from Melbourne
and over 1,000km from Sydney,
is “uncertain,” reports Sunraysia
Daily. In regional communities
like Mildura, which has no passenger train and is a 9-hour bus
ride from Melbourne, having no
regional flights will mean the region
is completely isolated from the
major cities.
Geographic isolation can cripple
a region’s economy, but it also has
deeper systemic impacts. If people
aren’t able to easily get to and from
major cities, fewer specialist doctors
will be available. Regional students
will have access to even fewer educational opportunities compared to
their city counterparts. Isolation
also leads to fewer job opportunities
and poor mental health outcomes
for residents.
Meanwhile, the Australian Federation of Air Pilots (AFAP) – the
industry’s union – is set to vote on
whether to strike over an ongoing
pay dispute after the Fair Work
Commission gave the go-ahead four

days ago. The AFAP alleges that
the proposed pay increase oﬀered
by Rex would constitute a “cut in a
real-term salary of more than five
per cent since 2018.” The airline, of
course, disputes this claim.
There is a clear problem with
the state of regional air travel
in Australia. The capitalist free
market, far from making air transport accessible by lowering the cost
through competition, has lead to
an eﬀective monopoly by Qantas
in some regions, with prohibitively
high costs.
In a country like Australia, with
remote and rural communities geographically isolated from the major
cities by hundreds of kilometres,
air travel is not a luxury. For these
communities, it is a necessity, without which swathes of our nation will
be stranded without the resources
and opportunities available from
the cities.
This cannot go on. We need
to treat flights to regional and
remote areas the same way we
treat public transport in our cities:
make it aﬀordable, make it publicly
owned and make it widely available. Nationalise the regional air
routes now! 
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Readers who remember the 1970s and 80s may remember that along
with now-hilarious hair and fashion choices went an avalanche of
assertiveness how-to books. Titles like When I Say No I Feel Guilty
sent the message that being assertive was a desirable golden mean
between being aggressive and being passive. Fashions in self-help
have changed, but assertiveness is still seen as a good thing – unless
its China. Any time journalists describe “an assertive China,” you
can just hear the “serious journalist” frown in their voice. Is China
supposed to know its place? Many in the West seem to think a country
like China should just accept whatever is hurled at it without response
– if you don’t expect that behaviour from the West, why is China
different?
ELITE
/iˈliːt/
Elite is one of those funny words. If you’re a very good athlete, it’s
great to be elite. If it cost around $30,000 per year to put you through
high school the people paying for it are a different kind of elite (I’m not
including the taxpayers who, thanks to Australia’s uniquely rob-thepoor education funding and tax systems get to give money to schools
they can’t afford to set foot in). This second kind of elite provides an
easy life, but you will have to work harder for mass admiration.
The other kind of “elite” is anyone who reactionary politicians and
their media flunkeys disagree with. Membership of this elite does not
require sporting ability or bucketloads of cash – just wanting effective
action on carbon emissions or black deaths in custody is enough. It
helps to live in the inner-city and drink cafe lattes – which makes this
lazy use of “elite” extra funny when people who live in the country
reveal that they too don’t want climate change, forcing News Corp and
the National Party to enlarge their definition of “inner-city elites.”
Really you can live anywhere and be the sort of “elite” that annoys
NewsCorp. Just ask Lachlan Murdoch (net worth reportedly $29
million), who is hopping mad that “media elites” are telling ordinary
blokes like him what to do. The nerve.
SILENCED
/ˈsaɪ.ləns/
Readers will think: “hang on, I know what silenced means.” That’s
right, it means that something which was making any kind of sound
has stopped making that sound. Maybe the kids were talking loudly
and you gave them sandwiches, put Bluey on the TV to silence them.
Perhaps you turned someone’s microphone off during a meeting.
They’re now silenced.
However, the “silencing” we hear about in the media is very noisily
from the person allegedly being silenced. Really it means that the
person doesn’t like being criticised. Ex-PM Scott Morrison (a lovely
thing to call him) popped a candidate into the seat of Warringah during
the last election, one Katherine Deves, who was only known for really,
really disliking trans people. By all accounts, the plan was for Deves
to get a lot of attention across the nation leading to transphobes
nationwide voting for their local Liberal candidate. This didn’t work,
but not before Deves managed to tell the country that she was being
silenced – on TV, on the front page of assorted newspapers, you
name it. People who are silenced the way Deves was are deafening
for the rest of us!
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DISPATCHES FROM THE SOCIA
Valentin Cartillier
“Only in a socialist system are the
interests of the individual, the state and
the collective at one. That is why only a
socialist constitution can encourage the
citizens to fulfill enthusiastically their
duties to the society and the fatherland
… The capitalists often boast that their
constitutions guarantee the rights of
the individual, democratic liberties
and the interests of all citizens. But in
reality, only the bourgeoisie enjoy the
rights recorded in these constitutions.
The working people do not really enjoy
democratic freedoms; they are exploited
all their life and have to bear heavy
burdens in the service of the exploiting
class.”
Nguyen-Ai-Quac (Ho Chi Minh)
“Report on the Draft Amended
Constitution”, December 18th, 1959
Driving into Ho Chi Minh City one is
immediately drawn into the vast complexities of Vietnam, the sheer eclecticism of its architecture. It changes
so rapidly that mere moments after
processing a thin ’70s style Vietnamese
five-storey apartment block that towers
over the neighbouring houses, you’re
confronted by an enormous modern
glass shopping complex situated next
to some colonial-era French houses.
The hammer and sickle flag lines the
streets and houses alongside the golden star in the sea of red that is Vietnam’s national flag. The vast array of
colours and shapes keeps your head
turning in all directions, engaged in
the impossible task of wanting to grasp
all at once. These buildings provide a
visual history of Vietnam’s colonial
occupation, but also, more strongly,
their own endurance and resistance

to it amidst a city that is constantly
reinventing itself.
Even the name Ho Chi Minh City contains
the vast complexities of the country’s history
– at once, amicable and politically charged.
Upon the unification of Vietnam in 1975, its
name was changed from Saigon to Ho Chi
Minh City in honour of the man who led the
struggle. The amicable, and practical, side to
still referring to the city as Saigon is simply
that it’s easier to say Saigonese than Ho Chi
Minhese one person explained to me. The
other, political, side is where the remnants
of the North/South divide come to light. As
another person elaborated, after unification
there was some resentment in the South that
the Communist Party didn’t let capitalist
forces enter to “develop” the country, and
instead opted to rely on the capacities of
the Vietnamese people and other socialist
countries like the USSR. Many Vietnamese
students were sent abroad to learn technical skills like engineering and agriculture in
various parts of the USSR before returning
home to put them to use.
This sense of communal (re)construction permeates into other parts of life. An
early morning stroll through the cities reveal
the communal spirit of the country. In the
public parks you’ll come across people of all
ages gathered in groups to exercise before
the workday starts. You can see the same
phenomenon occur at lunch time and in
the evenings where dance troupes practice
their routines, solitary martial artists their
forms, live music shows entertain crowds. It
is similar when it comes to food. Everywhere
you go, it feels like the whole city is cooking
or making something. Workers will sit and
eat together during lunch breaks on the little
chairs that line the streets alongside groups
of students. Juices of every variety and combination are available freshly squeezed along
nearly every street, as are coconuts chopped
open by machetes.

To cross the streets of Ho Chi Minh city
takes a simple leap of faith. Step down from
the footpath, look straight ahead, and maintain an even pace. No matter the hour, no
matter the density of traﬃc, the seemingly
endless stream of scooters will simply part
around you like a school of fish. A moment’s
hesitation or a change of pace drastically
increases your chances of being hit. This
contrast is the movement that animates the
history of struggle, the fluidity of the masses
around the steady pace of a concrete goal.
The slightest hint of indecisiveness results
in collision.
Upon traveling north to the capital,
Hanoi, you’ll find yourself amongst the
thousands of Vietnamese people who make
the journey from all over the country to visit
the mausoleum of Ho Chi Mihn. Being a
man of few possessions, there isn’t actually
much to see in the attached museum, even
the Ho Chi Minh Museum in Nha Rong Port
in Ho Chi Minh City is quite bare. Visitors
can content themselves wandering around
the old Presidential Palace grounds, a relic
of the French colonialism Ho Chi Mihn so
savagely and sardonically attacked in his
early writings.
Snaking its way down the western side
of the country is the Ho Chi Mihn trail. It
is here that you can see the extraordinary
lengths the North Vietnamese army went to
transport weapons and supplies all the way
to the Vietcong in the south. Rising into the
clouds you begin to see some of the villages
of Vietnam’s fifty-four ethnic communities.
Vietnam provides free education and healthcare to these groups, and the children are
taught in Vietnamese and speak their own
language at home. Many of these languages
don’t have written scripts so their existence
depends on continued oral transmission. The
children walk up the mountain on the side
of the road in pristine uniforms, proudly
clutching their backpacks.

Vietnam tells you as much about itself
by what you don’t see as what you do. In the
wake of the COVID-19 pandemic there are
scarcely any foreign tourists in the major
cities. You can spend entire days walking
around and only see two or three other
foreigners. In spite of this, the bars and
restaurants are full, as are the main tourist
destinations. Another striking aspect is that
in these cities of millions there is next to no
homelessness. According to the World Bank’s
2022 report, poverty in Vietnam over the past
has declined from 16.8 per cent to 5 per cent,
which lifted over 10 million people out of
poverty, however a fair amount of economic
vulnerability remains and this downward
trend has significantly slowed down over
the past two years due to the eﬀects of the
ongoing COVID-19 crisis. This nevertheless
remains an enormous achievement.
The country still bears the scars of the
Vietnam war and the preceding decades of
colonial occupation. It is not uncommon to
see victims of landmines, injuries inflicted
during the war or in the following decades.
Despite the ongoing, and extremely dangerous, eﬀorts to clear the country, it is estimated
that there are over three million landmines
scattered across the country. In the War Remnants Museum the war crimes committed by
US soldiers are on full, graphic display. Each
room is dedicated to documenting diﬀerent
aspects of the war with extensive amounts
of photography and video footage from both
US and Vietnamese perspectives. Half of an
entire floor is dedicated to the catastrophic
eﬀects of Agent Orange on the Vietnamese
people, whose eﬀects still impact children
to this day. The final room of that section
shows the various programs that have been
implemented to assist people who have been
aﬀected. Drawings done by children line the
walls which show both the horrors of war but
also of an optimistic future. While primarily
dedicated to the Vietnam war, the Museum
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ALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
also has some examples of the cruelty of the
previous French occupation of what was
then called French Indochina (comprising
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and the “leased”
Chinese territory of Guangzhouwan). The
French would enclose prisoners in barbed
wire cages not big enough to stretch out in,
prison cells deprived of light, and of course,
the guillotine, used to execute people well
into the early 20th century.
Vietnam is still in the process of recovering from these wounds. One particularly
remarkable example of this is the Công
Ty Tnhh Monkey Forest not far from Ho
Chi Minh City. During the war, this dense
mangrove forest was used by the Vietcong
to eﬀectively disrupt US supply lines into
the city. The US army responded with its
standard tactic of trying to level the forest.
While being ultimately unsuccessful, they
did manage to destroy an enormous part
of it. Today, due to replantation eﬀorts the
area has been brought back to its original
size. In its eﬀorts to transfer over to renewable energy, Vietnam has invested heavily
in the building of dams, with hydropower
now generating some thirty-three per cent
of the country’s energy. They are also in
the process of harnessing wind power with
twenty-three oﬀshore wind farms currently
in operation out of a total 118 in the process
of being built along with inland wind farms.
There is much more that can be said
and needs to be said about the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam. This has been but a
brief summary of what was a short trip. Thus
it only seems fair if we began with Ho Chi
Minh’s words, we ought to conclude with
them. “To reap a return in ten years, plant
trees. To reap a return in 100, cultivate the
people” and “remember, the storm is a good
opportunity for the pine and the cypress to
show their strength and their stability.” One
need not look hard to see these principles
in action. 
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CHINA: WASHINGTON POST FAKES
SUPPORT TO EMBOLDEN TAIWAN
SECESSIONISTS
A recent media drama surrounding Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky
and the Taiwan question
at the Shangri-La Dialogue
once again showed how low
some US media outlets like
the Washington Post can be
in order to spin anti-China
public opinion.
After Zelensky’s video address
at the event on Saturday, Washington Post columnist Josh
Rogin took the chance to raise
a misleading question for the
Ukrainian president: “How do you
recommend that Taiwan stand
strong as China seeks to impose
its control over a free people, by
force if necessary?”
It is no surprise Rogin asked
such a question, as the “Ukraine
today, Taiwan tomorrow” comparison has recently been hyped
by Western media. Zelensky gave
a seemingly vague answer. He did
not mention “China” or “Taiwan”
once in his reply, only emphasising the importance of taking the
“diplomatic way” preemptively
before a war starts.
It is a cautious answer to the
Taiwan question. In terms of
selecting the words, Zelensky was
much more prudent than many
American politicians. Zelensky
understands the issue concerns
China’s core interest and didn’t
fall for the trap set by Rogin.
But Rogin still published an
article with the headline “Zelensky
calls for international support for
Taiwan before China attacks” in
the Washington Post. As of press
time, this patently false headline
was still on the website of the
newspaper.
Rogin is apparently very
familiar with using disinformation
to create a sensation. He tweeted
four times in a row about the article and retweeted it three times.
According to Lü Xiang, a
research fellow at the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences,
Zelensky, despite his lack of full
knowledge of the Taiwan question, has managed not to fall
into Rogin’s trap. “In contrast to
Rogin’s understanding, Zelensky

is tactfully criticising the US and
the West for constantly engaging
in provocations before the war
instead of giving Ukraine any
substantial assistance,” said Lü.
With ill intentions, some US
media outlets have taken any
opportunity to link the discussion of the Ukraine crisis to the
Taiwan question. They want to
fake an impression that some
other nations share a similar
position with Washington on
the Taiwan question. Only in
this way can they justify the US’
upgraded provocative actions
toward the Chinese mainland
over the Taiwan question – and,
therefore, continue with their
reckless moves.
The US propaganda machines
are trying to make Ukraine a US
accomplice on the Taiwan question. But most countries know
that the Ukraine crisis is diﬀerent from the Taiwan question.
One prominent diﬀerence is that
Ukraine is a recognised independent sovereign state, regardless
of its historical disputes with
Russia, while Taiwan is not.
Taiwan authorities can only be
considered a separated regime
in the unfinished Chinese civil
war, Lü explained.
While looking for “supporters” on the Taiwan question, some
Western media are attempting to
sow discord between Beijing and
Kiev as well. They would probably
like to see China heavily criticise Zelensky after his remarks
so that Ukraine would become
completely on the opposite side
of China.
Except for a few Taiwanese
news outlets, Zelensky’s comment on the Ukraine-Taiwan
comparison hasn’t been extensively reported. Gimmicks like
this are nothing new, but the
US propaganda machine cannot
manipulate China-Ukraine ties
At the end of the day, these liespreaders serving the political
interests of the White House will
only be mocked and despised by
even more people.
Global Times 

In terms of selecting the words, Zelensky was much more prudent than many American politicians.
Photo: president.gov.ua (CC BY 4.0)

THE FIRST WOMAN IN SPACE
Clover Carroll
On the 16th June 1963, only two years
after Yuri Gagarin became the first man
in space, Valentina Tereshkova made
world history and became the first
woman in space. This was during the
height of the Cold War and during the
space race, in which the Soviet Union
achieved tremendous feats, such as
having the first space station, first artificial satellite, and first spacecraft to
land on another planet, namely Venus.
The decision to launch a dual-orbit mission including a woman, with Valeri Bykovski
as the second person orbiting, was made
twenty years before the American mission
that made Sally Ride the third woman in
space, the second being Svetlana Savitskaya,
also from the Soviet Union. Tereshkova was
picked for her ability in parachuting, as this

was needed when the Vostok craft was landing. She was able to parachute in her spare
time while she worked in a textile factory.
Without a worker-oriented society such
as the Soviet Union, a working-class woman
might never have been to space, let alone the
first woman in space.
After her space flight Tereshkova toured
the world as a good will ambassador, promoting equality. She travelled to Cuba
in October 1963 as a guest of the Cuban
Women’s Federation. She was also part of
the Women’s Committee within the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and was
chairperson of the committee in 1977. She
was a deputy to the Supreme Soviet between
1966 and 1989, and a people’s deputy from
1989 to 1991. She also headed the USSR’s
International Cultural and Friendship Union
from 1987 to 1991.
Tereshkova was not only picked to

fly to space but proved herself within the
party many times. A working-class woman
at the time being so involved in politics
was achieved by altering society’s political
structure. After the October Revolution in
Russia, which brought the Communist Party
to power, women were given opportunities
they never had before, such as access to
education and positions in politics.
Women such as Aleksandra Kollontai
and Clara Zetkin are examples from early
in the USSR of women in politics. These
women have shown that it is not enough
to see a woman who has been given all
the opportunities that her class grants her
in a position of power. Seeing women in
politics continuing to serve a patriarchal
state is not emancipation but a continuation of what we should be fighting against:
making revolutionary changes to how we
perceive gender as a society is what will

emancipate those who lack opportunities
to advance in society.
We must attack sexism, racism, homophobia, transphobia and other forms of bigotry equally to allow all citizens to advance
in society, no matter their background or
where they’re from. We must look to past
and present socialist countries as examples,
not to emulate but to learn from.
Valentina Tereshkova, a working-class
woman who was able to visit space, shows us
that the working class can do the unimaginable in a socialist society. To truly emancipate
all workers regardless of gender a socialist
society is needed. In such a society we can
all achieve anything we set our minds to. We
only need to be given the opportunity that
Valentina Tereshkova was given.
Socialist Voice 
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WFTU CONGRESS
“PULL THE FUTURE OUT OF
THE MUD OF CAPITALISM!”
George Mavrikos
At the recent World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) Congress,
outgoing leader George Mavrikos delivered an opening speech
that analysed the WFTU’s activity during the previous period
and identified the challenges and struggles for the working-class
movement. The following article is based on excerpts from that
speech.
After the overthrows in the
international balance of power
that occurred in the period
1989-1991, the international
trade union movement was
also faced with great diﬃculties and great challenges.
Those developments gave rise
to serious debates, conflicts
and confrontations within
the trade unions. We can say
without exaggeration that the
situation was unprecedented. We saw trade unionists
and movements in panic. We
saw some hiding out of fear,
others changing their beliefs
overnight, others lowering and
hiding their banners, their history, their flags.
I was present in 1994 at the
crucial [13th Congress of the
WFTU] in Damascus, Syria. It
was an existential Congress. The
discussions were on complex and
central ideological, theoretical
and organisational issues. Such as
whether there was a reason to keep
the WFTU or whether it should
be dissolved, and we should all go
to the ITUC (International Trade
Union Confederation, then known
as the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions). Like
whether the working class exists
or not, like whether class struggle
exists or has been abolished by class
collaboration. It was a generalised
conflict because both poles, both
lines, were strong.
At that Congress friendships
were broken, fraternal unions were
divided, and each of us chose sides.
The majority position at the Congress was to keep the WFTU and
to try to modernise and preserve it.
All those leaderships that left
the WFTU have followed for thirty
years a path of integration into the
capitalist system. They joined the
ITUC and the European Trade
Union Confederation (ETUC)
saying that they would supposedly
change these mechanisms “from the
inside.” After thirty years, what is
the conclusion? Who changed in
the end? Who was transformed?
Let everyone draw their own
conclusions.
We always have our door open.
Every militant union is welcome.
For seventeen years we have consistently promoted the unity of
the working class and all workers.
Building solid unity is our daily task.
But unity is not an “empty
tunic.” It is not a colourless, odourless and tasteless drink. It has a
specific content every time.
Take the Palestinian issue for
example. The Palestinians are
asking for unity, for alliances and
international support to get their
own independent state. Israel, on
the other hand, is also asking for
unity, alliances and international
support, but to drive the Palestinians out of Jerusalem.

Take the example of Cuba. The
North Americans and all the imperialists are calling for unity to isolate
Cuba. And all of us are calling for
unity, organising campaigns and
joining forces and eﬀorts to support Cuba. We call for unity with
the objectives of Cuba, against the
objectives of imperialist unity.
So, the key is always to ask:
unity with whom and with what
goal? It is in this way that we have
tried to face the needs of the times
over all these years, supporting
the unity first and foremost of the
working class itself, its alliances
with the poor peasantry, with the
youth and with the progressive
intelligentsia that is enlisted in the
goals of the vanguard social class.
This unity, our unity, class unity,
aims at satisfying the contemporary
needs of workers and at the same
time demanding social changes
that will go as far as the overthrow
of capitalist exploitation. On the
contrary, the pseudo unity of the
reformists, the bureaucrats, the
labour aristocracy and the so-called
“neutrals” aims at the make-up and
beautification of capitalism and at
class collaboration.
We are neither neutral nor
independent! We are 100 per cent
committed and dependent on the
principles and values of the class
struggle, on the history and sacrifices of our heroes, on the need for
the emancipation of the working
class. And because we are who we
are, we are not afraid of imperialist threats. The imperialists and
the international bourgeois class
are afraid and worried about the
strengthening of the WFTU. That’s
why they always use the same antidemocratic measures like in 1952,
when the renowned president of
the WFTU, Giuseppe Di Vittorio,
was banned from traveling to the
United States to speak before the
UN; similarly, today, the General
Secretary of the WFTU was banned
from entering the United States for
the same reason.
The WFTU of today will either
be respected or feared. There is no
third way.
So, we organised four international campaigns and material
support for the Palestinian people.
We organised a global strike against
Israeli merchant ships in all the
ports of the world. We organised
children’s camps for young Palestinians, campaigns for the release
of prisoners in Israeli jails, […]
We organised similar initiatives
of internationalism and solidarity
to Cuba and the Cuban people and
together with many other movements we achieved the release of the
Cuban 5. And so, we will continue
until the blockade is abolished and
the land of Guantánamo is returned
to Cuba.
We had the same position for
Venezuela, for Bolivia, against the

THIS UNITY, OUR UNITY, CLASS UNITY, AIMS AT SATISFYING
THE CONTEMPORARY NEEDS OF WORKERS AND AT THE
SAME TIME DEMANDING SOCIAL CHANGES THAT WILL GO
AS FAR AS THE OVERTHROW OF CAPITALIST EXPLOITATION.
coup in Brazil and everywhere.
In every corner of the world the
internationalist stance of the World
Federation of Trade Unions became
known.
Those who claimed that the
overthrows of 1989-1991 would
be in favour of international peace
turned out to be hypocrites. Two
wars in Europe, in Yugoslavia and
the Russia-Ukraine war, and the
wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, Mali,
Libya, Syria, Azerbaijan and elsewhere, confirm that imperialism
is a danger to the peoples and the
workers.
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
brings to the surface issues that are
always topical and always useful
for the workers and the peoples.
We remind you that NATO’s war
against Iraq was “for democracy,”
NATO’s 79-day bombing of Yugoslavia was “for freedom.” In Afghanistan, Syria, Libya, in all places
where the US, the European Union
and NATO attacked, it was because
NATO is in love with democracy,
as they tell us!!!
And all major mass media
are rallying around these lies in
order to fool the people. Wars like
the present one are fought over
resources, over energy roads, over
ports and seas. Moreover, now in
Ukraine we are witnessing another
serious event: the close cooperation
between neoliberals, neo-Nazis
and social democrats. In Ukraine
the mask of hypocrites is coming
oﬀ. For example, in France everyone is happy that Marine Le Pen’s
neo-fascist formation lost and at
the same time they support the
neo-fascist government of Ukraine
and the neo-Nazi battalions. On the
one hand, they supposedly accuse
Orban of Hungary of being a racist,
but at the same time they support
the racist Polish government.
So, the support and arming of

neo-Nazis in Ukraine proves the
true face of the US, NATO and the
European Union. All of them, with
this attitude, legitimise Nazism.
That is why we are ringing the
alarm bell.
Behind all these mechanisms at
the trade union level is dragging the
ITUC and its subsidiary in Europe,
the ETUC. They have chosen sides.
They have always been with the
imperialists.
They supported the imperialist
wars in Iraq, applauded the wars
in Libya and Syria, in Afghanistan,
and made statements in favour
of NATO bombing of Yugoslavia.
Once more, they now stand by the
side of NATO imperialists. They
shamelessly support the neo-Nazi
forces and have become servants of
the strategy of the US and its allies
who want the Russian Federation
defeated, the People’s Republic of
China isolated, India and all countries that do not align with their
plans captivated.
Now they want to redraw
borders, dominate the Arctic and
space. This confirms that tolerance
of the phenomena of neo-fascism
produces great dangers for trade
unions and workers, and also that
cooperation and alliance with
social democracy captivates the
trade unions and deprives them of
their founding objectives. History
teaches that it is a deadly mistake
for trade unions to participate
in intra-imperialist rivalries and
to choose an imperialist camp.
Besides, it becomes more and more
clear that the most consistent and
most eﬀective anti-fascist struggle
is the one that leads to the emancipation of the workers and to a
socially just society.
Our struggles and our attention included all the demands that
concern the toiling people in every
corner of the planet. During the

period of the pandemic, we revealed
that “the King is naked” and that
the poor paid with their lives for the
shortcomings in public health care.
At the same time, we insisted on the
importance of defending democratic
and trade union freedoms while
governments, under the pretext of
the pandemic, are sharpening their
anti-democratic attacks through
teleworking [working remotely]
and the generalisation of parttime work.
The issues of climate change,
the utilisation of water resources,
the need for decent housing, access
to clean, potable water for all the
residents of Africa, public and free
health care, as well as our struggle
against child labour have been for
many years the frontline of our
demands and our central claims
on the Action Days established
since 2008 and organised every
year without fail.
After five years as WFTU Vice
President and seventeen years as
its General Secretary, I am deeply
convinced that the world working
class and all the workers of the
world need the WFTU. They need a
WFTU that gives hope, inspires and
defends their interests. Without the
WFTU the situation for workers and
the trade union movement would
be much worse and with more difficulties than we have today.
Vladimir Mayakovsky wrote
“the future will not come by itself”
in his great poem “Pull the future
out of the mud!” It depends on
our action to pull the future out of
the mud of capitalism. The future
of all of us cannot be capitalism.
The future belongs to the world of
work and of struggles. For a world
without exploitation. Let us continue united in our militant line,
in the tested line of class struggle
and proletarian internationalism.
People’s Voice 
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THE BREAK-UP OF BRITAIN
REVISITED
Roland Boer
Is the “United Kingdom” at
long last set to break up? Sinn
Fein has recently overcome
a biased electoral system in
Northern Ireland to achieve
a historic victory in the recent
elections. Scotland – under
the long-time dominance of
the Scottish National Party –
is set for a second referendum
on independence in 2023.
To understand what is happening, it may be useful to return to
Tom Nairn’s study of 1977, entitled
The Break-up of Britain. The book
is actually a collection of essays
from the 1970s, with a postscript
from 1981, so much of its material
deals with issues relevant at that
time. But some points are worth
noting.
To begin with, since 1688 the
UK has developed a “multi-national
state form,” in which Scotland,
Ireland, and Wales were countries
that were absorbed and dominated
by the English state. In doing, so
the imperial centre remained a
transitional and relatively archaic
state form, with elements of feudal
structures such as a monarchy that
still exercises some degree of political power and an unelected House
of Lords. The relatively long-term
dominance of the small British state
was based on imperialist conquest
and colonisation, beginning with
Scotland, Wales, and Ireland, and
then moving through much of the
world. Without these conquests, the
state in the small island to the west
of the Eurasian landmass would
not have lasted so long.
However, by the 1870s decline
began to set in, as the UK was

overtaken by rapidly developing
capitalist states, especially the US.
In many respects, its various moves
since then have sought to deal with
and even arrest the decline. It is in
this light that we can see the postBrexit regime’s eﬀorts to reinstate
the British Empire as “Global Britain.” Many of its recent ventures

are known, such as fostering of
racist strife in other parts of the
world and its provocations seek to
outdo the US. But there is trouble
at home: the UK simply does not
have the economic foundation
for neo-imperialist ventures, and
its society is in many ways more
broken than the USA. In the 1970s,
Nairn already spoke of the “twilight”
of the British State.
Nairn’s main concern is the
new stirring in the 1960s of eﬀorts
to break away from the UK, in
Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland with the activities of the IRA
and the repression by the army.
Most of Nairn’s study focuses on
the longer history behind these
developments. He deals with economic realities, political forms,
and the intriguing way these
movements tied themselves to a
continental European identity.
Although he struggles with the
question of nationalism, he does
observe – via Lenin – that there

are positive senses to nationalism,
and acknowledges in his treatment
of Northern Ireland the reality
of nationalities within a state. It
should be no surprise that Nairn
ended up being a proponent for
Scottish independence.
Since the book was published
forty-five years ago, there have been
many developments in understanding the long project of anti-colonial
struggles for national liberation in
countries colonised by Western
imperialist states. From the middle
of the nineteenth century, these
struggles gained momentum, gradually coming to fruition in a series of
newly liberated countries in the first
half of the twentieth century. Initially, many of them were subjected
to renewed forms of economic colonisation and under-development.
But the project continues today as
they look for and adopt diﬀerent
models so as to truly break free
from and surpass the old Western
imperialists.

How is this relevant for Nairn’s
study and indeed for today in the
UK? Since England’s imperialist
project began with the conquest
and absorption of Scotland, Wales,
and Ireland so many hundreds
of years ago, their independence
would mean the real end of English
imperialism. True, most of Ireland
gained independence in 1922, and
it was assumed then that the rest
would remain part of the realm.
But since the 1960s, new developments for independence within the
UK have grown and may perhaps
be coming to fruition today. Will
Scotland opt out in 2023? Will
Sinn Fein’s dominance in Northern Ireland continue and will the
assumed reunion of Ireland take
place? And will Wales follow suit?
We cannot say when, but if it
does happen, there would no longer
be a “United Kingdom” or “Great
Britain.” The imperialist project
would be well and truly over. 

UKRAINIAN FORCES
BOMB DPR WITH ROCKETS

www.cubabrigade.org.au

On Monday, the 13th June,
the mission of the DPR for the
Joint Center for Control and
Coordination of the Ceasefire
reported shelling from Ukrainian forces with MLRS.
According to the report made
by the mission of the Donetsk People’s Republic to the Joint Center
for Control and Coordination of
the Ceasefire, Ukraine’s military
has shelled the district of Donetsk
using Uragan multiple launch
rocket systems (MLRS).
“The shelling was registered
from the armed formations of
Ukraine in the direction of the city
of Donetsk (Voroshilovsky, Kievsky

districts): 8 shells were fired from
BM-27 Uragan and five shells of 155
mm caliber,” read the statement.
According to a later report, in
Kievsky and Kuibyshevsky districts,
Ukrainian forces have launched two
more Uragan shells and more than
30 shells from 155 mm cannon artillery, which is available for NATO
countries.
An earlier report dropped that
the Ukrainian army had bombed
Donetsk with 80 missiles from Grad
multiple launch rocket systems.
Among the damages caused by this
shelling is the strike at the maternity hospital in the Donetsk region.
The footage of this event shows

that the hospital’s façade has been
damaged by an artillery shell
blast, with the buildings’ windows
shattered.
The DPR’s health ministry said
that the patients and staﬀ of the
hospital had been evacuated, avoiding injuries or casualties.
Monday’s shelling on Donetsk
has been very heavy, with local
authorities reporting dozens of
shellings across the city. The
Donetsk People’s Republics has
been bombed with Grad and Uragan
multiple launch rocket systems and
155 mm artillery.
teleSUR 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF SWEDEN
BLOCKED FROM USING PARTY
NAME IN ELECTION
International Section of the Communist Party of Sweden Statement
This spring the Communist
Party of Sweden was informed
by the Election Authority that
the party would not be allowed
to use its own name on the ballots in the upcoming Swedish
elections. This despite having
participated in several previous parliamentary and local
elections under that same
name. In justifying its decision
the Election Authority claims

the name of the Communist
Party of Sweden is too similar
to the name of another party,
one which does not even run
candidates in the parliamentary elections, and which has
actively participated in previous local elections at the same
time as the Communist Party
of Sweden has.
With deadlines for ordering ballots approaching, the

MEXICAN
COMMUNISTS SLAM
JOINT MILITARY
EXERCISES WITH US
The Communist Party of Mexico (PCM) has condemned
the involvement of the country’s armed forces in what it
described as “inter-imperialist military drills” led by the
United States.
By taking part in the
Tradewinds military exercises
sponsored by the US Southern
Command, the Mexican army is
“strengthening the forces of repression,” the party said.
“This action is an expression
of the inter-imperialist alliances
in which various bourgeois states
participate — Belize, Brazil, Canada,
Colombia, the United States of
America, France, Guyana, Holland,
Jamaica, the United Kingdom, the
Dominican Republic and Suriname.”
The Tradewinds exercises were
established in the mid-1980s and
Mexico has participated every
year since 2014, wit the Central
American country’s involvement
continuing under the administration of left-wing President Andres
Manuel Lopez Obrador (Amlo).
More than than 1,800 personnel from the US and twentyone partner nations took part in
the exercises, which supposedly
aimed to “enhance the collective
ability of their defence forces and
constabularies to counter transnational organised crime and
conduct humanitarian/disaster

relief operations, while strengthening relationships and reinforcing
human rights awareness.”
However, the communists said
that the exercises had “the objective
of advancing military co-ordination
among the bourgeois states and
rehearsing the response to possible
scenarios of war, which would be
of an imperialist character.”
“These Tradewinds exercises,
which have been going on for eight
years and since their first exercise
implied an inter-imperialist coordination, acquire greater relevance and gravity in the current
context of war where the US is
indirectly involved and in view of
the insistence of Lopez Obrador
in generating an integration of an
imperialist character in the region
of the American continent with the
objective of confronting China,” the
PCM claimed.
The party alleged that the exercises also solidified the economic
integration of the US, Canada and
Mexico and it condemned increased
military spending “while the working class sinks into poverty.”
The communists alleged that
the government was strengthening the repressive forces of the
state, warning that they would be
used to “quell future outbreaks of
insubordination” in the exclusive
interest of the monopolies.
Morning Star 
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Communist Party of Sweden has
had to go through appeals processes and come up with and apply
for alternative names to use on the
ballots. This process has delayed
preparatory work for the elections,
as finalizing election material is
impossible without knowing how
the party will be represented on
the ballots.
There is no mistaking that what
the Swedish Election Authority
is doing here is anti-communist
repression. Through denying the
Communist Party of Sweden the
use of its own name, the authority
is trying to bar the SKP from raising its’ profile and informing people
that there is an alternative to the
bourgeois parties. An alternative
which has no interests besides the
interests of the working peoples and

the other exploited social strata.
An alternative to the barbarism of
capitalism.
The Communist Party of
Sweden condemns the decision
of the bourgeois election authorities, and with the application and
appeals processes behind us, turn
our focus to contending the coming
election, and through it raising
awareness of the communist alternative amongst the working people.
This year the communist ballots
will bear the acronym of our party
name, SKP – short for Sveriges
Kommunistiska Parti, and as we are
barred from having our full party
name on the ballot, the hammer and
sickle will also mark our ballots to
clarify that SKP is the communist
alternative. 

JAPANESE CP: 5TH CC PLENUM
CALLS FOR STRENGTHENING PARTY
ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE MAJOR
ADVANCE IN APPROACHING UPPER
HOUSE ELECTION
With the aim of making
strides toward achieving a
major advance in the House
of Councilors election next
month, the Japanese Communist Party (JCP) Central Committee held its 5th Plenum on
the 3rd June at the JCP head
oﬃce in Tokyo, connecting
online with party organisations across the country. Chair
Shii Kazuo watched by around
31,000 people on internal
channels and a YouTube live
stream, gave the report on
behalf of the JCP Executive
Committee.
In the presentation of the
report, Shii said that the major
political goal of the party in the
July Upper House election will be
to obtain more than 6.5 million
votes or ten per cent of votes cast
in order to win the victory of all
five candidates in the nation-wide
proportional representation bloc
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and secure seats in Tokyo and other
constituencies.
Shii then pointed out that a
major JCP advance in the coming
election will have profound significance for the future of Japan.
Shii referred to an attempt
to strengthen Japan’s military
capability which takes advantage
of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine,
and said that the results of the
July Upper House election will
determine Japan’s future course:
peace or war. Pointing out that the
attempt to further advance Japan’s
military buildup will lead to a limitless increase in Japan’s military
spending which will negatively
impact people’s livelihoods, Shii
said that in order to block such an
attempt and build “peace through
diplomacy”, it is vital for the JCP
to achieve a major advance in the
Upper House election.
Shii also cited the need to
put an end to policies promoting

neoliberalism to reduce the hardships the general public is experiencing under the current price
surge. He explained the JCP proposal for creating a “people-oriented, genuine strong economy”, and
called on party members to work
hard to win a victory in the Upper
House election to achieve this.
He also stressed that a JCP major
advance is important to brighten
the prospects of further collaboration between opposition parties
and concerned citizens.
In conclusion, Shi noted that
this year marks the 100th anniversary of the JCP’s founding, and
said, “Let’s work hard so that the
party which always stands firm on
protecting freedom and peace will
achieve a major advance in this
summer’s Upper House election.”
Japan Press Weekly 
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STOP USA
BLOCKADE ON CUBA
Join us in Sydney to demand that
the USA stops the blockade on Cuba
with the right to self determination.
Also stop other blockades like
Venezuela and Gaza.
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Sydney Town Hall
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French legislative vote

WITH UNITED LEFT CAN
THE RIGHT BE DEFEATED?
Dennis Broe
Jean-Luc Mélenchon and his party
France Insoumise (France unbowed
(to the neoliberal turn)), the socialists,
communists, and others have pulled
oﬀ the electoral stunner of this 2022
presidential campaign by uniting the
various parties of the left to oppose the
French president Emmanuel Macron.
In so doing, they have instilled hope
that five more years of giveaways to
the wealthiest and increasing misery
for the average and poorest can be
reversed, avoided, or at least tempered.
Mélenchon came in third in the first
round of the presidential elections behind
Macron and Marine Le Pen of the far-right
National Rally Party. Macron had tacked
right during the campaign, then tilted left
during the second round and squeaked in,
earning less than twenty-five per cent of the
total of eligible votes, with almost thirty-five
per cent of voters either abstaining or registering a protest vote.
Many of those who voted for Macron
and his LREM party did so not because they
supported his policies – which have thrown
many workers into precarious short-term
contracts, favoured government privatising
of profitable public companies, and returned
tax money to the wealthiest corporations
and to private fortunes – but because they
opposed Le Pen’s racist and anti-immigration
platform.
In light of this underwhelming showing for the president, Mélenchon then
made three bold moves immediately after
the election as the legislative or General
Assembly election, held every five years,
loomed. First, he declared the next round
to be the “third round of the presidential
election,” hoping to instil new vigour into a
round where the French tendency, once they
have elected a president, is to then give that
oﬃcial what they need in the legislature to
enact their program. He next claimed that
if his party won the next round he should be
appointed Prime Minister and share power
with Macron.
The most audacious move though was to
hold a series of successful meetings with, as
he called it, a “balkanised” left. The result
was to form a new coalition of four parties,
his own, the Communists, the Greens, and
the Socialists bearing the name of NUPES,
a national unity party for environmental
and social justice – to challenge Macron’s
right-wing and Le Pen’s far-right parties.
The first round of the legislatives is
Sunday with the top two challengers in each
circumscription then standing in the second
round. Mélenchon’s NUPES Party platform
calls for a winding back of the pension age
to sixty which Macron wants to increase to
sixty-five, a raising of the welfare benefit in
line with inflation to 1,500 euros a month,
and hiring full-time 800,000 state workers
now subject to Macron’s short-term contracts
which have in the field of health care, for
example, devastated the hospital system to
the point where emergency services are on
life support this summer.

Jean-Luc Mélenchon. Photo: Cancillería del Ecuador flickr.com (CC BY-SA 2.0)

To win, NUPES must win over and draw
back to the polls the disenchanted voters
who now regularly abstain or vote for the far
right. This is especially true in the North, in
former mining, now somewhat abandoned
towns, in the poorest part of the country
where one area has Socialists and Communists and another Greens and Socialists
running under the same banner.
Besides pocketbook issues, Macron’s
delaying tactics in acting on the environment have also been challenged by NUPES’
candidates. In France, the eﬀects of global
warming will have a huge impact on agriculture this summer as by the end of May
one-half of farming communities are facing
a drought.
The corporate poisoning of the rivers
and soil has also continued unabated as
the European Parliament just delayed for
another year a decision on the banning of
the potentially cancer-causing pesticide
glyphosate, which Mélenchon in a recent
speech claimed now pollutes 90 per cent of
the rivers in France.
Macron’s minister of the newly created
Agriculture and Food Sovereignty Department had as his ex-chief of staﬀ a member
who left the government and joined the
pesticide lobbying group Phyteis, one of
the most powerful and influential lobbying
groups in the European Parliament, which
contributed mightily to the delay in the banning of the glyphosate.
Most thoroughly though, rather than any
single reform measure, NUPES is a challenge

to the neoliberal ethos and to its values of
corporate and bureaucratic eﬃciency and
privatised wealth for the few. Mélenchon
rebukes the ‘free market as God” doctrine
that supposedly leads to innovation by
explaining that while industry profits have
increased seventy per cent under Macron,
investments have shrunk by 5 percent and
that the 250 billion euros for which the state
is now in debt exactly corresponds to the sum
of credits given to the biggest companies.
Instead of just returning money to companies
which hoard it, he proposes the state invest
250 billion in French growth which he claims
will produce 275 billion and he challenges
liberal economists to a debate on this policy.
Some of the fiercest opposition to the
NUPES platform and Mélenchon’s candidacy
for Prime Minister comes from sources in
society once associated only with the left.
“Dissident” Socialist former leaders, veterans of the disastrous, do-nothing Hollande
regime, have struck out on their own.
The press has been openly hostile. Billionaire media mogul Patrick Drahi’s Liberation ran a far-fetched hit piece on Mélenchon
claiming that he and Macron are very much
alike, one a “liberal populist” and the other a
“left populist.” How the technocrat Macron
who practically refuses to appear in public
could in any sense be called a populist is
beyond anyone’s grasp.
Elsewhere, an interview with the Syriza
former Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis has
the interviewer compare France’s situation to
that of a Greece on the edge of bankruptcy.
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Varoufakis had to remind the interviewer
that his paper was supposed to stand, as its
name implies, for liberation.
NUPES may not take the majority in
this election but, as this later stage of neoliberalism hardens, the repressive nature of
Macronie is becoming clearer to the French
people. The Interior Minister, or Top Cop,
this week was defending police use of tear
gas and excessive force on British soccer fans,
something the world could now experience in
the way that French protestors in the streets
have felt since the president’s first term.
Macron is even now turning on his own
civil servants, threatening to continue huge
cuts in the diplomatic corps which recently
prompted a strike. And under the guise of
returning 38 centimes a day to the citizenry
to “fight inflation,” Macron is demanding
an end to the French tax to support one of
its main cultural assets, its public radio and
television outlets.
Five times in the last century the left has
risen up and united enough to take control of
the Assembly and pass significant reforms,
the most notable of which may still be the
enactment of paid leave for workers in the
1936 Popular Front. With candidates such
as Rachel Kéké, who led a successful strike
for hotel maids, many of them women of
colour, against the Ibis chain, NUPES has
at least a fighting chance to begin to roll
back the tide of an oppressive regime which
threatens to leave nothing in the wake of its
corporate tide.
People’s World 
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